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I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding a text imagc involves both rccognition and comprehcnsion. Thc tw<r processes can be disjoint for machine-printcd text and highly constrained handwriting. In such cascs, the rccognition proccss does not need thc cornprehensir)n pr()ecss tr) help disambiguate uncertainty due to the small degrec ol' variability in thc input paltcrns. Constraints that greatly reducc handwriting variability can takc various tbrms: preprinted hoxcs to lirnit the sizc and location of characters or digits, guidclines to specify location of words, suggestions firr lbrming letters, suggestions lbr joining lcttcrs and ligaturcs in cursively written words, rigidly fixed syntax. no spelling errors. ctc. Strengthening constraints makes thc recogniti(ln process casier and reduces its dependence trn comprehension.
On the ttther hand, comprehension must be used when the writing is unconstrained (or very lttosely constrained). When handwritten text is unconstrained, no restricti()ns are placed on the writing stylc or implements used. A system that reads unconstrained writing musl compensate for many factors that afiect text appearance, e.g. variati(')ns in writing styles,l'2 size of text,l writing implenrent used,4 writing surface,s digitization,6 and thresholding.T Several examples of handwritten text are shown in 
Figs. l(a)-l(d).
In each case the writing is unconstrained, but varying degrees of restriction are placed on their spatial layout.
By placing some restrictions on spatial layout, the problem of using comprehension to assist in extracting the desired semantic infonnation fiom the text becomes tractable. comprehension or 'understanding' is a process that requires knowledge. In the pattern recognition literature, this knowledge is sonretimes ref-errecl to as context. c.ntext that has a bearing on reading is usuaily linguistic in nature, e.g. Iexicons describe legal character strings as in a tlictionary. syntax defines hqw w.rtls and punctuati.n combine to form phrases, an<r semantics describes how meaning is associated with phrases. while ringuistic infirrmation i:; usuaily presen(ed as a one-dimensional string, handwriting also has a spatial content. Non-linguistic context (such as layout information) can describe two-dimensional positional information between words and symbols. The role of context in reading unconstrained handwriting is not well understood. or at least not easily fomralized. Context plays a large role when the reader cannot rely on the text, e.g. if the text is physically degraded.n Unconstrained handwritten text is unreliable because it often has poor script quality and can contain spelling crrors and malfbrmed letters. We can explore the role of context experinrentally, by attcnrpting to build systems when the dornain rather than the handwriting style is constraincd. Exarnplcs of constrained text domains in which handwriting is olten present arc: a tbrm, an address on an envelope, a bank check, a credit cartl slip, a drug prescription. In many of thcse domains the lexicon, syntax, and semantics arc implicitly or explicitly available. Our research explores issues in comprehending unconstrained handwriting in constrained domains by considering the domain ol' handwritten postal addresscs in the United States. Wc dcscribe a gcncral approach that characterizes how context can bc used lbr reading tcxt in our constrained domains. This approach is testcd on a wide variety ol' handwritten postal addresses.
This paper is organizcd as fbllows. Section 2 discusses previous work. Section 3 describcs a general approach to 'understanding' unconstrained handwrittcn text in certain linrited domains. Scction 4 describes thc postal addrcss domain. Scction 5 details how thc general approach was irnplcmented in the clonrain of cxtracting ZIP Codc infbrmation fiom handwritten addresses. Scction 6 discusscs how the systcm proccsses two handwrittcn address examplcs. Section 7 dcals with perlirrmance evaluation, error normalization, and cxperimental results. Scction tl discusses possible refinements to the system. A description of the image database used in developing and testing the systenr is given in the Appcndix.
PREVIOUS WORK
Computational reading of handwritten words and digits is an important but difficult task which has a large literature; a tutorial and key papers can be found in Rcf. 9. However. most researchers do not usc substantial amounts of the availablc context. Typically. researchers who use context are using only spelling information to compensate for errors in character recognition. While this type of contcxt can off'er substantial improvements (over not using it), much more context is ofien available. Baird and Thompson "' use a variety of contexts while reading machine-printed che ss games, but there are many issues unique to reading handwritten text that need not be addressed in reading machine-printed text. Two research projects that used contextual infbrmation (which included more than spelling information) for analyzing handwritten text are described in Refs. I I and 12. They were both concerned with reading hand-printed Fortran coding sheets and are described below.
In Ref. 12 , all the character recognition information is processed bottom-up. For each character in the image, the character recognition algorithm provides one or more choices with confidence values for each choice.'3 Usins this character recocnition information and connected component location infonnation. the authors apply contextual analysis to locate and correct recognition errors.
A two-pass approach processes the original recognition results. First, the expression type is identified, e.g. a line of FORTRAN may contain a DO-loop, a READ staternent. an arithmetic operation. etc.. and an identit'ier list (nanrcs of variables that arc Iikcly to be used morc than once) is rnade. To prevent combinatorial explosion. all recognized characters are generically relabeled into digits, characters, and punctuation, e.g. GOTO -i beconres CCCC #, where C is a characler and # is a number. and cxpressions are tentativcly parsed and identified using these gencric labels. The labcls makc matching words to syntax easier, while increasing ambiguity and the likelihrxld ol' multiple rnatches.
In the second pass, exprcssions arc parscd using specific knowledge about their syntax, requiring separatc control rnechanisms tbr each type of FORTRAN expression. The list of identifiers is used to correct recognititrn errors.
The researchers avoid the combinatorial expl<lsion that is possiblc with multiplc rccognition values by nraking assunrptions about the data: c.g. that character recognitittn is lairly accurate (the corrcct characle'r ru'cognition result was always included in the list ol' possible charactcr values) ancl that the nurrrbcr of charactcrs is known I'rorn positiclnal data. The authclrs state that mors elaboratc techniques are required filr very poor data (such as unconstrained handwritten tcxt).
Bornat. Brady, and Wic'lingall lr discuss control issues lbr compulcr interpretulion ol' handwritten FORTRAN coding shee(s and clcscribe techniqucs firr combining character recognition inlirrmation with high-level FORTRAN infirrnration. Their input is a FOR'IRAN coding sheet image with certain restrictions on siz-e. neatness. and prograrnnri ng correctness.
Thcy usc frarnes to storc character recognition intbrmation, including scveral recognition hypothcscs lirr each character. Thc ttames kcep track of infilrrnation obtained, infbrmation desired. and whether or not a conclusion is reachcd. A conclusittn is reached if nrost character t'eature rcquirements arc satisfied or il'syntax or domain knowlcdgc can identify the charactcr.
Thc authors describe several tcchniques for combining diverse knowledge sourccs to improve character recognition. Much of their work involves improving character rccognition by rc-cxamining previous recognition results, c.g. if a I was not recognized because its strokes did not touch and additional cvidcnce indicated that the charactcr was a I, the authors would extend thc strokes, trying to fbrm a recognizable f. They also use confidence inftrrmation.
Our research is not -ecared towards actively trying to re-recognize charactcrs. Instead, cftirrts will fircus on using available character rscognition results and context to identily words; e.g. if context rules oul a.ll but one choice lbr a word. then word recognition has succeeded even if mos( of its charac(ers have not been identified. Both FORTRAN coding sheet research projects constrain the writing style, which reduces the need lor context. Our approach is to let the writing style be unconstrained, but to use contextual infbrmation fiom the domain to assist in extractins the desired semantic information from the text.
We describe a system that can use substantial amounts of context. Even though the system has not been fully implemented, we have still demonstrated substantial improvements over previous approaches. We believe the methods described in this paper will work for a variety of domains where handwriting style is unconstrained.
GENERAL APPROACH
Experiments with unconstrained handwriting in handwritten address blocks have confirmed that straightforward bottom-up approaches are insufficient for solving the reading problem because low-level features (such as word boundaries and character recognition results) cannot be reliably extracted from the image. In strictly bottom-up systems, the unreliable low-level information propagates upwards and makes high-level information unreliable as well. These bottom-up approaches have low correct performance and high enor rates. A high-performance system must compensate for the following difficulties: (l) unreliable character recognition results: (2) non-text information that may appear in the image (e.g. underlining); (3) uneven spacing between text lines and overlapping or touching components from adjacent lines; (4) word isolation uncertainties (i.e. selection of image components so that the component set contains one complete word with no extraneous componcnts is not always accurate); (5) syntax varialions hinder conect parsing of text lines; some writers use suggested syntax only as a rough guideline (e.g. punctuation is often omitted or confused with image noise); (6) semantic uncertainties can make the choice of proper rneanings difficult (e.g. 14215 may be a ZIP Code, box number, street number. etc.). Our approach works by first developing a global description of the text and then verifying the hypotheses created from the description. This results in a bottom-up and top-down approach (see Fig. 2 ). Bottom-up information is used to create a global description and top-down information focuses attention on areas of the image that need further investigation.
Our technique of developing the global description from bottom-up information can be divided into two stages. In the first stage, signals from the image (pixel information) are translated into symbolic information. Examples of this stage are: connected compenents being recognized as characters, connected components being identified (but not recognized) as text words, and determining that a group of pixels are on a single text line. The translation from pixel information to symbolic information is done using knowledge of how text is written, e.g. knowing the shape of characters, digits, words, and punctuation.
The second stage converts this symbolic information inlo a conceptual structure of the text. This stage uses lexical information, syntax, and semantics to determine the likely locations of phrases in the text (e.g. the topmost text line in an address usually contains a person's first and last names). For our purposes, the conceptual structure will be domain-specific. That is, the type of structure used to describe the global information will be tailored to the domain from which the image text is taken. We assume that the image domain is known a priori.
The conceptual structure contains all the high-level information that is currently 'known' about the image. Using the global structure, we can predict where words (which may not have been recognized) will be found in thc imagc. Suppose we are examining a credit card slip. The glclbal structure may predict that a certain word group contains a description of an item and that another group of words contains the pnce of that item. When we have identified the type of words expected and their location, we can use that knowledge to return to the perception stage (where imagc signals are available) to recognize those words.
This secondary recognition is driven top-down. We make hypotheses of the word types and then use signals from the image to confirm or deny the hypotheses. In some cases, verification may be needed to identity the words, while in other cases it may be sufficient to determine that thc words have the proper sizc and shape characteristics. A more specific implementation of our approach is described below:
( I ) perfbrm preprocessing to account for any artifacts unique to the current domain (e.g. underlining, common noise patterns); (2) use positional infomration to make a preliminary line segrnentation; (3) classity connected components without using positional information; (4) use classification and p,ositional information to further refine text line segmentation and component classificationl (-5) generate several different hypothetical segmentations for each line, dividing lines into words; (6) coarsely categorize each word using the available character recognition information and an estimate of the number of characters: (7) grade the degree of the match between word categories and syntax; (8) recognize words using character recognition information and syntactic positions for highly rated words from Step 7; (9) constrain word recognition using lexical information and semantics; (10) if a reliable semantic evaluation is found, derive the proper semantic interpreta-L-l Layour tL;guug;l conceptuar lHerceptlonl + I ' .' I symb()ls lproccssrng I struclure 1I tiont otherwise re.ject the current syntax-category rnatch and relurn t0
Step tl if other hrghly rated syntax-category matches exist. This approach divides the task into four manageable stages: preprocessing, linc segmentation. word segmentation. and word identification. For each stage. low-level information is gathered and all available context is used to complete thc processing. The motivation lirr these steps is described in the rest of this sectittn.
In its simplest firrrn. u text image contains only two types of pixels. tcxt pixcls and background pixels. For this reas()n, our preprocessing step produces a binary inlage containing thcsc two types of pirels. Alth<lugh sonre inlilrmation may bc krst bv discarding gray-scalc or cokrr infirrmation, our approach isolates a fundamental aspect of rcading. i.c. intcrpreting what is considercd to bc text. Two additional nrotivalions fbr using binary imagcs are that sonte inragcs only conrc in binary firrnt. and the processing required firr binary ima{es is usually rnuch lcss than lirr gray scale or ctllor imagcs.
Alter prcproccssing. we bcgin linc scgmentation. Evcn whcn an inragc contains only 100 charactcrs, trying all corrbinations of connectcd colnponenls to fitrnt wtlrd and line groupings results in cornbinatorial cxplosion. Thc situation worscns il'segmcntation and nrcrging of connectcd cornponcnts arc required to lirrnr characters. Since text lines are usually the m()st prornincnt tc-xt inrugc tcaturcs. our approach takes advantagc of their prorrrinence and scgments tcxt lincs imrncdiately after prcproce-ssing.
Tir pcrlirrnr tcxt linc scgrnentatitln. we l-irst extract thc'easy'infornration. such as connccted cornponcnt positional inlirrnration. and perlirrnr prclinrinary line segntentation. Howevcr. s()nre lcxt cannot be placed into lincs bascd only on positional inlirrnration, e.g. comlnas arc olien closcst to the linc bencath their actual line. For these cascs. we classily componcnts and conrbine the classification and positional constrain(s to refinc linc segnrentation. This final stcp niovcs irlpropcrly placed conlponents into their proper text line and segments cunnccted comp()nents if thosc connectcd conrponents span nrore lhan one line (due to text lrom separate lines in thc image which touch).
Word isolation is ditl'icult bccause grouping word conrpone nts basccl only on positional infirrmation is olicn inrpossible. Wc cannot be sure of proper grouping until the word is identified. Our approach divides word isolation into two parts. vertical isolation (intcr-linc segrnentation) and horizontal isolation (intra-line scgnrentation). Once we havc conrpletcd vcrtical isolation (Steps 2-4). we can rcstrict our word isolation activitics to horizontal isolation . This fifth step crcates all reasonable word groupings and postponcs the final word grouping dccision until syntax is applied. General word categories are crcated in thc sixth step. The scvcnth step applics syntax by l<xrking firr rnatches bctween word grr>upings, word categories, and domain syntax.
Word rccognition is pcrlbrrned in the eighth step on wurds with thc best matches between syntax and classification. Lexical infbrrnation and word recrlgnition could have been applied prior to using syntax. but applying lcxical inforrnation with syntax allows the dictionaries to be l'urther constrained. Semantics is applied in the last step after syntax and preliminary word recognition are known. At this point, all contextual knowledge has been brought to bear on the problem, and we can deternrine if we have achieved an acceptable solution (which included proper word grouping, word identification. and semantics). If we have an acceptable solution, the desired semantic information is extracted and the system is complete. Otherwise. we return to Step 8 and repeat Steps 9 and l0 with another highly graded match between syntax and classification.
GENERAL APPROACH APPLIED TO HANDWRITTEN ADDRESSES -BACKGROUND
Using this approach, we have developed a system that detcrmines the ZIP Codcs of handwritten addresses. This system is ablc to locate and recognize ZIP Codes with a correct sort ratc ol 76.4"/,, and an error rate of 1.2"/". The error rate is computed as the ratio of the number <>f ZIP Codes in error (one or more digits wrong) to the number of inrages examined. The present system does not utilize recognition infbrmation beyond rhe ZIP Code and the state namc lor determining thc first five ZIP Code digits of the address. (However, we do use punctuation, word position, and rough cstinrates of word .shape to deternrine thc syntax ol'the addrcss irnage text.) Wc are in the process of developing methods to rccognizc city nume, post officc box number. and street address number. Preliminary results indicate that thc perlirrrnance will improvc whcn this additional recognition information is uscd.
Handwritten ZIP Code recognition (HZR) is dilficult due to widc variations in characters and digits as well as in address structure. Some charactcristics are illustratcd by the examples of Fig.3 , which are address blocks taken from actual nrail." Figure 3 (a) is a very neat hand-printed address block in which the ZIP Codc digits are prototypical. Ht>wever. the address contains a P.O. Box number which is also a string of digits. Figure 3(b) is a hand-printed address block whcrc the ZIP Code is not in the last line, which makes the ZIP Code location problenr non-trivial. In Fig. 3(c) . underlines are present in the address, which make ZIP Coclc location and digit segmentation dil'l'icult. Figure 3(d) is an exantple of a poorly lirrrned cursive address that docs not contain a ZIP Code.
An address has several natural constraints that can be exploited in locating and recognizing the digits of the ZIP Code. lf the state name is known, we can determine the l'irst digit of the ZIP Code and restrict the second digit to at most five choices. ll' the city name is also known, we can specifically determinc thc first three digits, and restrict the remaining two digits. If the street name is alscl known, we can precisely deterntine the complete nine-digit ZIP Code fbr that address. Conversely, if wc know thc flrst digit, we can restrict the state name to six possible choices. Aside from the redundancy, an address has a spatial syntax that can also be exploited in determining the location of function words (such as street. city. state).'t Thc following section gives the details of our current HZR system (HZRS).
The Appendix describes the image database fiom which these examples wcrc (aken. An initial line segnrentatit>n is perftlrnrctl. Connectcd conlponcnts are placcd inttl text lines hascd only <tn positional inlbrntation. ll'connectcd conlponcnts cannot bc placcd into single lines duc to insufTicient inlbrmatign and/or due to ct)nlponcnts frpm adjaccnt lines touching. they are assigncd to a set of ptlssible tcxt lines.
Next. each connectecl conlponcnt is identificd (based on its sizc and shapc) as a cJash. a conlma, a disconnectcd 5-hat.b or nonc of these. In addition, cach connccted component is identified as a digit or a non-rJigit. Note that there may be nrultiple identifications, e.g.a comma and the digit I may have identical shapes. but these multiple identiflcations will be reduced alier posititlnal intormation is considered' when positional information antl identification are cotnbined, a nrore accurate interpretation of the text-line structure in the address is achieved' At this tinle' connected components can be moved t<l different lincs, c.g. a comma may be mtlved fronr thc line to which it is spatially closest to thc line above' Connected components b Handwrittcn 5's are olten written in two strokes.
'[he verfical bar and the botton] curvc ure written in tlne stroke and the horizontal bar ls wrltten as a separatc stroke. When the horiz-ontal stnrkc is nol c()nnccted to the other s(rokc, it is considered to be a disconnec(ed -s-hat that span more than one text line may be placed into a single text line or they may be split into two or more components and placed in separate text lines. At this point, we will assume that all components have been placed in their proper lines; however, there is still some flexibility in the syntax (described later) that allows us to compensate for improper line placement. Positional information and identification are combined to determine multiple word segmentation hypotheses. Each text line can be divided into one to five words, and multiple hypotheses can be created for each number of words, i.e. a text line can be divided into two words in several different ways, depending on the location of the hypothesized word break in the line.
Each hypothesized word is tentatively classified. Words can presently be classified as c14,, text, state-abbreviation, digits,9-digit ZIP * 4 Codes. digits-dash (digits foflowed by a dash), P.O., the word 'bor' (as in P.O. Box number\, noise, and barcodes. Words can have multiple classifications, e.g. a word can be identified as state-abbreviation, text and 3-dipits.
All hypothesized words and word classifications are examined to find consistent classifications that match the expected syntax. For instance, if a line contained three words identified as city, tert, and 5-digits respcctively, the words in the line would match the city + state * ZIP Code syntax.
Based on statistical analysis of information location in mail pieces,r6 we have determined the likely syntax constructions to be found in handwritten addresses. Although the most likely syntax of the address has the bottom line containing the city. state, and ZIP Code, many other address syntaxes are possible. For instance, line I (our line numbering begins at the bottom of the address) may contain a ZIP Code and line 2 may contain the city and state namc. Similarly, line I may contain an attention line (e.g. 'Attn: Joe Smith'), line 2 may contain state and ZIP Code, and line 3 may contain the city. Matches between syntax, word groupings, and word classifications are determined and the most consistent matches are examined in order to find likelv ZIP Code and state name candidates.
Words that match the syntax of a ZIP Code are selected as ZIP Code candidatcs. Depending on the number of consistent word classifications, zero or more ZIP Codc candidates are selected. The system processes up to three candidatcs kr determine the ZIP Code of the address.
To recognize a candidate, the ZIP Code segmentation program divides the candidate into either five or nine digits. The program determines the proper number of digits into which the candidate is divided. Then, four digit recognition algorithms are applied and their results are combined to determine the identity of each segmented digit. (Due to segmentation, these identities may be different from the original connected component identities.) After the ZIP Code candidate is processed, the state name candidate is processed. Our current character recognition algorithms only recognize hand-printed state names and state abbreviations. State name recognition information is used to compensate for ZIP Code recognition uncertainties. In addition to ZIP Code and state name segmentation and recognition, ongoing work involves segmenting and recogniz-ing city names, and P.O. Box numbers. We plan on combining the recognition results of these words with the ZIP Code recognition intbrmation to allow more semantic processrng.
Once the ZIP Code is recognized, we apply semantic infbrnration to determine the recognition reliability. If all digits are identified with sufficient confidencc, the ZIP Code candidate is assigned a confidence value based on the recognition confidencc of the individual digits and the amount of segmentation required. Furtherrnore. if the candidate has nine digits, the confidence is increased, because any candidate with nine recognized digits is very likely the correct ZIP Code. lf the state name is recognized and thc first two digits of fhe ZIP Codc are not rccognizcd with high conl'idence. a ZIP Code dircctclry (containing state namc listings) is used to assign high-confidence digit recognition (consistent with the state name) to replace the low-confidencc ZIP Code digit recognition rcsults. ll' any of thc digits is still not rccognized. the ZIP Codc candidate is assigned a confidence value of -I . The confidencc of the syntax match is also used to compute an overall confidence in the ZIP Code candidate. In addition. if' recognizecl tligits are not in a directory of valid US ZIP f'rilcs, thc ZIP Coclc candidate is assigncd a confidcncc value ot -I.
Up to thrce ZIP Code candidates are examined. T'he first candidate lbund whose coniidence is greater than a threshold is selected as the ZIP Code firr the addrcss bltlck.
L Preprocessing
Thrcc prcproccssing steps arc perlbrrned tln address images in an cllort to produce a binary irnage wherc tcxt pixels are black and background pixels arc white. Thcse thrcc processes (thresholding. bordcr removal, and underline rcmoval) arc describcd below.
Thresholding
The gray-level imagcs rcceived by the HZRS contain only an addrcss block. This is mosl ()ficn composcd ol'text and a plain background. The fiequcnt lack ol'variation in thc background and thc relatively high degree ul' contrast between filrcground and background simplifies the thresholding problent. Afier investigating sevcral rnethods, we adopted a techniquc due to Otsu that pcrfbrms quitc wcll on handwritten address images. l7 This alg<lrithm first computes thc zer<-rth-and first-ortlcr cumulative moments of an image with L gray levels:
The optimal threshold is total number of pixels at gray level I total number of pixels in the image 
| -ptkl
Once the optimal threshold is determined, a pixel ol' thc gray-scale image is converted to white if it is grealer than l*; otherwise it is convcrted to black. Experimental results have demonstrated that this technique perfilrms well for the HZR application.
.2. Border removal
An artifact of the digitization process is that some images havc a very dirrk border near the imagc edge.'The borders are detectcd by scanning thc image edges filr large black areas (the borders are black after thresholding). Pixels which border both the large black arcas and the inner image are used to determine a best-fit line along the bordcr. A best-fit line is uscd to con)pcnsate lirr local variations along the edge. After the fit, pixels betwecn the best-fit line and the nearest image edge are set to white, eff'ectively removing the border.
Horizontal line removal
Approximately -5% of the time, the words in a handwritten address are written on machine-printed guide lines that are provided to assist the writer. Often the handwritten text intersects these horizontal lines. The text and the lines are then fused during thresholding and the result is an image that is not conducive to connected component analysis fbr locating the ZIP Code. Artifacts introduced by the lines could also distort the shapes of characters or digits and prevent them from being correctly recognized.
We dcvelop a technique for horizontal line removal to solve this problem. Based on the run-length encoding method, this algorithm makes two passes in scanning through a thresholded image. In the first pass, the widths of horizontal lincs are estimated. In the second pass, line segments which have widths within the estimated range are ' This was caused by the presence of black construction paper on the digitizing tablet. If an address was written near the mail-piece edge, the black construction papcr nright have come into the field oI view. When digitized, (he construction paper beconres a very noticeable black, i.e. the gray levels are very low.
located. These line segments are hypothesized to be parts of horizontal lines and are removed.
Initial Text Line Segmentation
Before a proper semantic interpretation can be achieved, the words or digit strings in the image must be located. A line segmentation algorithm separates the image into text lines. The line segmentation is divided into two steps. In the first step, positional information is used to determine line segmentation for 'easy-to-place' components. These initials results are refined in Step 4 when feature identiiication information is available.
The initial line segmentation begins by performing a bottom-up technique we call shading. The shading algorithm takes a binary image as input and divides the image into vertical strips (currently 100 pixels wide for 300 ppi images). For each strip, a horizontal profile (containing one position for each pixel row) is made. Each position in the profile (for each strip) is set lo I if any image components pass through that strip's row. Otherwise, the position in the profile is set to 0. Atier a strip's profile is determined, the number of blocks in the strip is determined. A block is a group of adjacent profile positions which have a valuc of | . These blocks can be considered portions of the strip which contain lmage components (see Fig. 4 ). All block positions are recorded, unless they are too small (vertically), in which case the undersized blocks are considered noise and are ignored.
After all blocks from all strips are created, the blocks are connected to form lines (of address block text). Testing has shown that blocks from adjacent strips which overlap vertically are usually from the same address text line. Blocks which are horizontally adjacent and vertically overlapping are connected, fbrming a topological graph of the blocks, where blocks are represented as nodes and block connections are represented as node connections. Normally, the topological map requires adjustment to reflect the actual address block line (see Fig.5 ). We use heuristics to separate andfor join blocks in each vertical strip and their inter-block connections, such as that shown in Fig. 6 .
Toh" Fen4l,.qrj Oncc the arrangements of blocks into text lines is determined, conncctcd components that arc located entirely in blocks fiom a single line are assigncd to that line. Connected components that overlap blocks fiom several lines are assigned to the set of lines those components overlap. These overlapping connected components are refined in Step 4.
Feature ldentification
Feature identification is performed in two stages: shape identification and spatial confirmation. In the first stage, each connected component is identified as having (or not having) the proper shape of a f'eature. Features are currently dashcs, commas, disconnected 5-hats, and digits. During this stage, connected components may have multiple f'eature identifications. For instance, a short horizontal bar may be identifled as having the shape of a dash and a disconnected 5-hat.
Spatial and line segmentation information is then used to determine if a component has the proper positional characteristics. For example, to be a disconnected 5-hat, the short horizontal bar must have on the same line a left-neighbor component which must not be a comma, a dash or a disconnected 5-hat and must either be identified as the digit 5 or an unrecognized digit, etc.
The constraints for shape identification and spatial orientation are not disjoint. If a component has good positioning, its shape constraints will be relaxed (and vice versa). For instance, if a component is a likely'comma location', shape constraints are relaxed to allow odd-shaped commas to be identified as commas.
5.-1. Final Line Segmentalion
In some cases, line segmentation cannot be performed based solely on the positioning of connected components. Some connected conrponents are positioned closer to another text line than the actual text line to which they belong, e.g. commas are often closer to the text line beneath their actual text line. Therefore, wc have developed a sct of heuristics based on empirical studies of handwritten text.
For instance, if a component has the shape of a disconnected S-hat. and is pcrsitioned ncar the bottom of the text line in which it is cunently placed, it is definitely not a disconnected 5-hat in that line. We then determine the Iikelihood of this component being a disconnected 5-hat in the text line beneath the current text line. That is, if this component were placed in the text line beneath the current text line, we determine whether it would 'fit' as a disconnected 5-hat. If the component 'fits' well as a disconnectcd 5-hat in the l<>wer text line, it is placed therc as part of the line segmentaticln.
In a similar manner, components discarded as noise can be placed back into text lines. Components with the shape of commas and dashes are sometimes initially discarded due to their small size. However, if these components have a shape and position that is consistent with a comma, a dash, or a disconnected 5-hat, they can be placed back into the text lines.
In addition to moving components to other text lines, some connected components must be forcibly segmented and placed in more than one line. These components are typically formed by characters from adjacent lines that touch. In these cases, we use connected components with high-confidence line placement to determine where a connectcd component should be split by forced segmentation. Using those highconfidence connected components, we can determine best-fit lines between text lines. That is, using the corner points of the bounding boxes around the high-confidence connected components, we determine a dividing line between two text lines. For example, the dividing line between line I and line 2 could be determined by using the upper corners of bounding boxes associated with line I and the lower corners of bounding boxes associated with line 2. This line can now be used to segment connected components that span line I and line 2 (Fig. 7) .
Although we cannot guarantee perfect performance even after final line segmentation. the results are usually good enough to allow the address to be parsed into words. Furtherntore, when the line segmentation process fails, it usually fails in just part of the address, i.e. most of the lines are still segmented properly. Once text line segmentation is complete, the text lines can be segmented into words. connected components, where each cluster can be considered a word. Words are formed by clrdering the components ol'a text line liorn leti to right and sclccting word breaks bctween components, e.g. if components were in the order l-ti and a word break was selected between components 3 and 4, then we would lilrm two words: componcnts I 3 and componcnts 4-u. Word breaks are hypothesiz-ed based on horizontal spaces between conncctcd conrponents. a shift in the mean vertical position of connccted components, and the location of commas (Fig. 8) . The word break locations are ordcred based on their confidence, i.e. a largc gap would be a high-confidcnce word break. Then, different word break groupings are choscn to separate the text line into I 5 words.
Note that a text line may be segmented into a given number of words in several ways (Fig.9) . Each word break grouping creates diff'crent words, and each configuration is assigned a confidence. Each word created by word segmentation is classificd as describcd in the next scction.
Word Classilieation
Words arc classifled based on the set ol' connected components which constitutc that wttrd. The fcatures and the spatial locations of those l'eatures deternrine the word classification. Word categories are t(rt, citt', stute-uhbre,,,iotion, r/igil.r (including an estimate of the number of digits). digits-dush,9-digit ZIP + l Crxles, buruxles, P.0. Bo,r. antl rutise .
Heuristics is used to classify each word into onc or more of these categories and assign a confidence to the word. For example, if a word contained fbur connected components (where three components were recognized as digits and the firurth was not recognized as a digit or as another f'eature), one word classification would be di6ll.r. The 'digit size' of the unrecognized component would be estinrated based on the ratio of the average size of the three recognized digits and the unrecognized component size. If the unrecognized component was 2.2 times as large as the average recognized digit size, the word would be classified as a S-digit word (by estimating that the unrecognized component was actually two digits). The word classification confidence /,.'*t r/Cjf nJidn tc, would be assigned based on the ratio of the number of recognized digits to the number of connected components in the word. This word would also be classified as text, with a lower confidence. The text classification is needed, because text (particularly hand-printed text) can be misrecognized as digits. It is important that the correct classification is among the classification choices, even if extraneous classifications are made (this allows all consistent line interpretations to be examined). Naturally, too many extraneous classifications would increase the search space and hamper perception of the true classification. In our testing, each word is typically placed into three or four calegories.
Grading Word Categories to Syntax
Addresses (and certain other domains) have a syntax that is generally followed. Even when the syntax is not fbllowed precisely, portions of the address will have reasonablc syntax. Using the statistical analysis r6 and empirical studies nf our handwritten address database, we developed a technique to nratch word classifications to the most probable word syntax.
The syntax is two-dimensional, since words are horizontally ordered along a text line and the text lincs are ordered vertically. One common configuration for handwritten addresses is for the boffommost line to contain three words: city, state, and ZIP Code (CSZ). To determine if the text in a handwritten address contains this configuration, we must see if the bottommost line can bc divided into three words and if each of these three words can be matched to the expected form for each word. Furthermore, we must allow fbr some inexact matching. The flrst of the three words must have the characteristics of a clt_v word. In the word classification step, this first word may have been classified as a cl4', and we would have found a match. However, the word may havc been classified as /c,rt and not <'iO. Although either of these classifications would be a match to city, the first one would be a higher reliability match. A similar approach is required for matching the state name and ZIP Code.
Grading matches between image text and syntax is achieved by ranking highconfidence syntax matches with a highly probable syntax over those with lowconfidence syntax matches with less probable syntax. For example, three words classif,ied as ci0,, state-abbreviation. and 5-digits would match the CSZ syntax better than three words classified as text, and 4-digits. Note that if the number of digits was estimated, a word classified as having four digits might not actually contain four digits, e.g. it might contain five. Similarly, a syntax with CSZ in the bottom line would be ranked higher than a syntax with P.O. * Box * number in the bottom line.
When the match grading is complete, we try to locate ZIP Code candidates. The HZRS looks for the top three syntax matches that locate ZIP Code candidates. That is, if a syntax match had the word 'ZlP Code' as one of its components, and the syntax match was graded as one of the top three syntax matches containing the word 'ZIP Code', then the image text associated with that word would be aZlP Code candidate. In addition to locating ZIP Code candidates, the syntax matches allow us to find other words (such as city name, street number, etc.) that (when recognized) can help refine the semantic interpretation of the ZIP Code.
Recognizing Words
Once we have determined the location of words, the next step is to recognize important words using techniques designed for those types of words. Our current system only recognizes ZIP Codes and state names. When a ZIP Code is located, we segment it into digtts and recognize the digits. Similarly, when a printed state word is located, we segment it into characters and recognize thenr. For other types of words, we are developing other word recognition techniques which may not use the traditional segrncnt-and-classify methodology. This methodology is usually nrost successful for machine-printed text, where the boundaries fbr characters or digits are either wcll determined or can be guessed with reasonable accuracy. Howcver. selecting boundaries is nrore difficult in unconstrained handwrittcn addrcsses. where the text can bc cursivc or printcd and wherc the lettcrs or digits can be touching each other.
We now describe the details of ZIP Code recognition. Bcfore its digits are recognized, ZIP Cctde recognition requires srveral preproccssing stcps. The objective of these steps is tu reduce the immensc variability prcsent fiom one ZIP Code to anothcr and t<l givc the digit recognition algorithm inrages that are as free from writer-dependcnt effects as possible-These segmentati()n. preprocessing, and rccognition algrlrithrrs are described bekrw.
5.8.l. ZIP Crile scgmentation
Given an image which contains a full string of ZIP Code digits, the segmentation algorithm will scgment the whole image into regions each containing an isolated digit (see Fig. l0 ). The resulting images liom this subsystern will bc passcd to an isolated digit recognition subsystcnr. In general, a legal ZIP Code consists of either fivc or nine digits with or without a dash in thc nriddle. The segrncntation algorithnr applies this information to invoke its splitting or merging operations. The technique consists of the lbllowing major phases: connected component analysis. cstimation of the number of digits in the input imagc, and grouping and dissection.
First, the physical attributes (location, height, width, area size, ctc.) of each connected component in the image are recorded. Othcr attributes based on the wholc string of digits in the image are also computed and recorded. Thesc attributes consist of its upper and lower contour profilcs, the topological relationship between connected componcnts (c.g. lefi of, right of, ctc.), and the positions of the ZIP Code string's upper line, central linc, and lower line. In addition to the creation of data structures, several ttperations are pcrformed on the irnage. L-.g. s()rting connectcd components according to their heights, selecting digit candidates fiom all thc connected components. detecting and removing of underlining, removing noise or insignificant cornponents, removing long ligatures on the tails of digit candidates.
Using these attributes, the program estimates the numbcr of digits in the image. In addition, the spacing between connected components is used to group components into digit clusters, each of which contains one or more digits. We also estimate the number of digits in each cluster. Grouping and dissecting op€rations are p€rforrned as needed to generate the isolated digit images from the clusters. To extract non-touching digits, line segments are drawn to enclose zones that contain isolated digits. Grouping operations merge separate connected components and their containment areas into a single digit zone. Grouping is required when a digit is fragmented due to thresholding or when more than one connected component constitutes a complete digit (digits 4 and 5 are the most frequently seen cases). The grouping function includes the merging of connected components in either neighboring clusters or a single cluster. Dissecting operations split connected digits into isolated ones, and try to maintain the original digit shapes for recognition purposes. once the number of touching digits is determined, the splitting routine selects the dissecting positions and dissects the connected component into that number of digits. Several factors influence the selection of dissecting positions: the slant angle of the whole ZIP Code string, the average width of digits in the image, the peaks and valleys detected from the lower and upper contour profiles respectively, and the number of strokes near where touching is predicted. Based on factors found, the dissector will use different techniques to separate digits. For example, if both peak and valley are found near the predicted position, the dissector will segment the gap between two digits by directly cutting through the image from the peak to the valley. If only a peak or valley is found, a similar operation called 'hit and deflect' is performed. This technique is always guided by the slant angle. If no peaks or valleys are found, a cut is made through a 'single stroke' area.
After all the proper actions have been taken, each enclosed singte digit zone is extracted and output with the size of its minimum bounding rectangle.
Size normalization
The polynomial discriminant and the statistical and structural character recognition algorithms in the HZRS use the same size normalization algorithm. Size normalization is performed in two steps. The first step normalizes for height and the second for width. This is done so that inherently thin digits like'l'are not distorted with respect to thicker digits such as '8'. The result is an image of size h x w.
Height normalization is given an image of size h, x w,and produces an image of sizehxw',where ++" : ptili , and Height normalization is performed by scanning the original image, and for every pixel with coordinates (-r, y), the pixel at (r.p, t, . p) in the normalized image is set to black if and only if the pixel at (r, y) is black. Width normalization is given the output of the height normalization and two cases are considered. If w' ( w, the height-normalized image is centered in an area of size h x u,. If x'' > r'. a shear transformation is performed. This is done by scanning the height-normalized image. For every pixel at (r, y), the pixel at ((,rf w')w, -y) is set to black if and only if the pixel at (,r, _y) is black.
Digit recognition
Several previous algorithms for handwritten digit recognition have used a hierarchical approach in which more than one basic algorithm is applied either in sequence or in parallel. This is done tt.t achievc (i) higher speed by applying the most efficient algorithms flrst and accepting their results only if confidence is high enough, and (ii) greater accuracy by cornbining the results of more than one algorithm.ltt'ro yy. have followed a parallel approach in order to achieve a high recognition rate and a low crror ratc. Our method consists of four algorithnrs: (i) a polynomial discrinrinant algorithm to make a decision based on the overall holistic characteristics of the image, (ii) a statislical approach that uses structural features of thc character, (iii) a rule-based classifier that uses information about the size and placement of strokes in the image, and (iv) a rule-based algorithm bascd on contour features. These four algorithms were chosen because they utilize different types of information in the image and thus have a better chance of compensating lirr each other's weaknesses. Each of the algorithms is applied to the image of the same digit and their results are combined with a decision tree to classify the image.
The subsequent sections describe each digit recognition algorithm.
Polyntnnial Discriminant Method
The polynomial discriminant method for digit recognition2o computes a second degree polynomial from the binary image of a digit after it has been normalized to 16 x 16. The basic calculation can be summarized as dtrrtot = Xrr"&r . Alrxror where, in our implementation, k = 1241. This is a heuristically chosen number of 243 h ; ll; pairs of pixels. Thus, each X; represents the product of two pixels r;'-r/. where / and / range from I to 256 are not necessarily equal. The recognition decision is the class that corresponds to the maximum value in d.
The matrix A is computed during a training phase by a least-squares calculation:
where Z is the k X N nratrix formed by appending the N vectors as X in a set of training data. I is the N X l0 nratrix formed by appending the N vectors as r'1 X 10. where -y; is I if thc class of the corresponding sample in Z is I. and is 0 otherwise. The operation of this method is simple and cost-effcctive. Afier normalization to l6 x 16, the 124 I pairs of pixels that were used to develop the A rnatrix are accessed. If both members of the pair are black, the tcn entries in A that correspond to it are added to ten accumulators. No action is taken if one or both members ol'thc pair are white. After this step, the two accumulator cells with the maximuln values and the difference betwccn these values are returned. This is because it has been observed that this differcnce value is a rcliable indication of the accuracy of the first choice: a high value lbr the difference means that the classes are well separated. The ctlstefTectiveness of this method is seen in that the only computation required at run-time, aside liom nornralization, is the access of 124 I pairs of pixels and at most 12 410 table lookups and additions. An insignificant amount of cornputation is nccded to search f,or the two accumulator cells with the maximum values.
StatisticaI cuul Slructurul Arutly.vi.t of Boundur,-Apprtximution
This method approximates thc contour of a digit with a piecewise lincar fit, computes f'eatures from that fit. and placcs them in a fcature vector. Thc bcst matches betwcen this vector and a stored set ol'labcled prototypes arc determined. The matching is done with structural l'eature tests and a wcighted Euclidcan distance. The structural tests are performed on t'eatures. such as thc siz.c and location of holcs, that have proven useful in partitioning a training set into known subsets.-Ihis approach is based on a method that has previously demonstratcd high recognition rates.rr The classifier is a mixture of a structural decision tree classil'ier that dcternrines in which subset t>f classes a given vector belongs and a modificd nearest-neighbor classifier that is then used on the feature vectors in those classes.
An example of a piecewise linear contour description o[ a digit is shown in Fig. I L The features exlracted fiom these descriptions arc shown in Table I . Thc classifier is a mixture of a structural decision trcc classificr and a k-nearest-neighbor classifier. The structural classifier determines in which subset of classes a given vector belongs. The k-nearest-neighbor classitier is used on the feature vectors in those classes. Figure l2 shows a representation of the classifier.
The mixed statistical and structural approach was trained on diflerent numbers of digits and tested on a distinct set of 24 l8 digits. All digits were segmented from the ZIP Codes in mail-piece images. The best perlbrmance was 86.67n correct with a 12.57o error rate. ' l7 opening, pcrimeter, and directron rcspectively, ol'thc concave arc with lhe )argest cavrty llJ' l9 ' 20 opening, perimeter, and direction respcctively, of the concave arc wilh rhc second-largest cavity 21 , 2?, 23 rrFning, prrimeter, anr.l directir>n respcctivcly, ol thc concave arc wrth the third-largcst cavity ?1 position of the arc with thc largcst cavrry ( I _rightside, 0_leftside) 2.5 number of significant concave arcs on the leli sidc 26 number of significant concave arcs on the right side (signilicanr: opening/perimerer < 0.9) Fig. 12 . Thc digit classil'ier firr the nuxed sta(istical/structural approach.
Rule-Basad Stntkc Anolt,sis
This structural method of recognition decomposes a digit into strokcs that are used as features fbr classification. The feature extractor computes thc digit's lett and right contour profilcs, run-lengths, holes, and estimated stroke width. By using the estimated stroke width, a process is applied to extract slrt>kes frclm thc digit pattern. Then, the digit is completely described as a group of nearly horizontal strokes (H-strokes) and nearly vertical strokes (V-strokes). An example of stroke decompt'rsition and features extracted fiom a digit is shown in Fig. 13 .
The digit classifier uses the detected strokes, holes and the character c()ntour profiles as features. The classifier consists of rules ananged in a hierarchical rnanncr. Each rule specifies a certain type of digit. The rules describe the structure and the topological criteria of various types of digits. For instance, a rule fbr one type of digit 0 has the following description:
There are two H-strokes, two V-strokes, and one hole: V-strokes are connectcd to the upper H-stroke and the lower H-stroke, one on the left and the other on the right; the hole is positioned in the center of those strokes. These rules were constructed by summarizing the results of the stroke decomposition process as applied to 1754 digit samples of training data. We categorized the results as different prototypes, then constructed the corresponding rules. These rules enabled the classil'ier trl recognize J9.J"l' <lf the 24 18 digits with a 4.0"/,' substitution rate. When a digit is recognizcd. the classifier gives a rccognition rcsult and a conl-idcncc valuc associated to that particular rule which matched. Further details ol'thc digit recognition algorithm based on structural analysis of strokes are given in Rel-.22.
C tntttur Arrrrl-r.'.rls M ct hod A contttur analysis nru'thodrr has been l'ully dcvcklpcd lirr digit recognition and is being modified tilr character recognition. lt calculates thc curvaturc at cvcry point on thc ttuter and inncr contours ol' a binary irnagc. Eight t'caturc typcs arc det'ined based on the arnount ol'curvature present at any point. Three t'eatures are used tirr concave curvalure. and five tirr convex curvature . Each I'cature is also associatecl with its dircction and location. The t'eaturc string extracted fiont an unknown character is matchcd against a rule base to achicvc recognition.
Figurc l4 sliows examples ol' thc eight f'eatures as wcll as how dircction and Itlcation are dcl'inecl. Direction is quantized to eight compass points and location is quantized to a 4 X :1 cartcsian grid with the origin in thc upper lcfi corncr.
An exarnple is shown of a l'eaturc string extracted tirr an irnagc ol'a '-1':
B5x2y2 S4x ly I B-5x3y0 S4x0y0 A0x3y0 tsOx2y I A0x3y2 S3x0y3 B3x2y.j Each entry dcscribes thc prcsence ol'onc lcaturc. It gives the type. direction, and location in a cl<tckwise tashion. Frlr cxample. the I'irst l'eaturc cxtractcd was a bay facing southwest in the middle of thc inrage.'l'hen. a spur was dctcctcd lacing west near the top. and then thc next t'eaturc was another bay, and so on.'fhc cxtraction continues until the wholc image has bccn analyz.ed.
Following extraction, the f'eature string is compared against a rulc base of ovcr l-10 rules. Classification is done by a decision tree. Each rulc narrows down the possible choices lirr the next branch of the tree. If no rule is nratched in the current branch-thc classifier backtracks to the previous branch and tries again firr a nratch.
The rules are generalized to match many f'eature strings with one rulc. Each rule is made up of clauses, and one clause will match one t'eature string. A clause can contain either p<lsitive or negative infbrmation. Positive inlbrmation requires the t-eature to be This rule describes many images that fall into the class of ,l's. Once the first clause matches a part of the feature string. all other clauses must follow in order. Clause 2 denotes negative information; it cannot match any part of the f'eature string between clause I's and clause 3's invocations.
The first clause of a rule tries to define a unique feature of its class. In this case. . x., the first clause is described as:
l'eature typc -Inlet, Bay, or Null direction -facing East (directions 0. l. and 7) Iocation-on the right side, in the middle (-r-coordinate: r | , x2, and x3, r'-coordinate: yl and y2) positive information --Yes, thesc f-catures must be prcscnt
The first clause rnatched l'eature BOx2yl. Clause 2 is negative and so should nclt match any f'eatures until clause 3 is rnatched. Clausc 3 nratches B3x2y-1. and the rest of the clauses find matches also. The classificr skips information in the f-eature strings that is not necded. This cnables general rules to bc writtcn for varying handwriting styles in the same class.
This mcthocl has heen dcvcklped and tested on handwrittcn digits.
-fhc classifier was trained on 2456 unconstrained handwritten digits and tested on -540 tcst digits A correct ratc o1'8-5'/" has bccn achieved with a 9'X, substitution rate.
Combinutittn tl Re.sult:
The rcsults ol' applying the lour digit-recognition algorithnrs discusscrJ above art--cornbined with the decision tree shclwn in Fig. 15 .
The first test in thc tree is: ll' thc distance of the polynontial discrinrinant rnethod is greater than a thrcshold and thc bcst dccisions ol'thc lirur tcchniqucs agrce. then output that decision. Subsequent tcsts chcck other cornbinations ol'der,'isions.
'l-here lrre 17 such tcsts in the trce.
Application of the cornbincd approach to thc sanrc 27ll cligits that thc polynornial discriminant, structural and statistical. stroke, and contour analysis rncthods were tested on resulted in a corrcc( rate of 95.54"/,, ancl an error ratc ol' 1.99"1'. Also. a 'nornralizcd'perlitrnrancc is shown in which the error ratc was adjusted to be below l.-5'2,. This was accomplishcd by re.jecting dccisions on certain branchcs.'fhc bcst normalizcd perlitrnrance was 9,5.02'2, correct with a 1.33'Zr error rate. We also tcstcd thc digit recognition system on a 'good' sct ol-digits. J'hese wcrc thc 1762 digits that were successl'ully segmentcd. Thus, thesc were digits that wcrc fiec ol'artifacts and did ntrt touch other digits. We achieved a 97.1"/" recognition ratc with an crror ra(e of 0.96"/" ()n thesc digits.
The statc name recognition algorithm is in an early development stage. 'I'he HZRS currcntly only rccognizes hand-printed state namcs and state abbreviations. Two charactcr recognition algorithnrs are used to identily isolated charactcrs. Thc rccognition results are then compared to a dictionary ol'state names (full and abbreviated). This straightlirrward approach allows us kr recognize 22"/u <t[ the state names which contribute 1.8'2, to the J6.4"/" total correct ratc. We fully expect the statc name recognition algorithms to be replaced by more sophisticated ones. Howevcr, tbr completeness, we will briefly describe the state name segmentation and recognition algorithms currently used in the system. Decision tree tbr conrbining thc rcsults ol thrce digit-recocnition algorilhn)s
Stlte Nome Segmentutton
The segnrcntaticln algorithm acccpts a state word intage as input and outputs a set of character imagcs. Thc state name segmentation algorithm periorms a connected component analysi.s and groups isolated connected components toge thcr to lbrnr characters. No fbrced segmentation of connected components is perfbrmed. The grouping algorithm joins components that are too small to be charactcrs with fhe nearest components. This scheme does not work when characters touch (such as in cursive writing), but it does work for hand-printed text even when individual characters nlay consist of several components C haructer Re< ognition Atier segmentation, each isolated character image is passed to two separate character recognition algorithms. The first is a template matching algorithm that uses a nearest-neighbor classifier. The second uses a Baye sian classifier with a set of structural f-eatures.
The two recognition algorithms had the same correct rates, with 90.17o correct and 9.9oh error. They were combined by accepting a result only if the top choices in them agreed. If the top choices disagreed, the result was rejected. This combination resulted in an U0.4% correct rate with a 5.0"/" error rate.
The character recognition results are compared against a dictionary containing 143 state names and abbreviations. If all the characters in the state name image are recognized and they match a dictionary word, or if three or more recognized characters match characters in the conesponding positions in a dictionary word, the state name from the dictionary is accepted as an answer. Otherwise, the state name word recognition is rejected. By the use of this algorithm, 22.0%, of the automatically focated state words were recognized with a 2.11"/,, error rate.
Using Semantic Information to Constrain Word Recognition
Once all relevant words have passed through the initial recognition phase, sernantic information is used to further improve recognition performance. Wc have just begun developing handwritten word recognition algorithrls. therelirre. wc have not fully intplemented all our techniqucs tirr using senrantic inlbrrnation to read address information. Still, prelimrnary results show that semantic infbrnration can be applicd in a useful manner.
One straightfcrrwarcl semantic check is to dctermine if thc rccognized ZIP Code is in a United States Postal Service (USPS) directory of all valid ZIP Codcs. The USPS has assigned approximately 4O% of all possible 5-digit ZIP Codes. Thcrefirre, il'crrors are generated randomly in the first five digits, it is expected that 60'2, ol'the errors will be detected (and removcd) by this test.
A more sophisticated use clf senrantic information is in our reading of the strcct address line. Reading the street address Iine allows us to convcrl a -5-digit ZIP Code to a 9-digit ZIP + 4 Code . The cxtra lbur digits give a rnorc accurate scmantic evaluation of the delivery address fbr the mail piece.
The street address line is located by searching lbr a line in the address that contains /igir.r fi)flowed by te.rt. Based on statistical analysis .rf address irnages, we know that the street address line rnust be locatcd beneath the top addrcss tex( linc and above the text line containing the city name (or state name if the city nanrc does not cxist). lf a street address is fbund (street address lines occur in'75"/" of letter mail), the system tries to recognize the street number. If the street number is rccognized with high conl'idence, we create a dictionary of possible streel names.
The dictionary is created using the National Carrier Walk Sequence (NCWS) directory. This directory lists all valid mail delivery stops and includes a listing of all valid street addresses. By knowing the -5-digit ZIP Code and the street number, the NCWS can provide all the street names that have that ZIP Code and street number. Figure l6 (a) shows a sample address and the located street address line (Fig. l6(b) ). The street number 369 is recognized and we are able to create a preliminary dictionary, shown in Fig. l6(c) . This dictionary contains the official USPS abbreviation for the street address. However, we must expand the dictionary to include all abbreviations that people normally use for that street address. For instance. AV is expanded to AV. AVE. AVEN. AVENU, AVENUE. anJ AVN Expanding all street names from the preliminary street narnes creates the final dictionary shown in Fig. l6(d) .
Next, we pass the dictionary and the street name image to the handwritten word recognition algorithm. In our current algorithm. everything to the right of the street nunrber (on the same text line) is assumed to be part of thc street namc. The handwritten word recognition algorithm extracts features, e.g. ascenders, holes, sharp curvature inllections, lower cclntour, and recognizes isolated characters fionr the strcct name image. It then determines the degree of the match betwccn f'catures extractcd and f'eatures expected to be firund in dicticlnary words (recognized characters are sirnilarly ntatchcd;. l-his w'ord rccognition algorithnr is described in rnore detail in Ref. 24 .
lf a strect namc has a significantly bctter nratch than the othcrs. thcn it is cr>nsidered to be correct. Figure l6 (e) shclws the list of dictionary names tollowed by the number of t'eatures and recognized charactcrs that match the dictionary word. Since Wcst Utit'a Strect is the highest nratched nantc. we consider (ha( (o bc correc(. We are then ablc to detcrntinc the ZII> * 4 Codc lbr the mail piece tct be 14222-1909. This exanrplc shows how in using semantic infirrmation we were able tcl makc the word recognition task easier (by supplying a small dictionary ol' valid wclrds) and encode a precise semantic description ol'the addrcss (the ZIP + 4 Crdc). Preliminary rcsults show that our systcln is able to locatc and recognize ovL'r 20')i, ol' thc street addrcss lines correctly.
State narne rccognition is also uscd to inrprovc systcnl pcrfirrrnance. In a valid address, thc state name and the first two ZIP Code digits strongly constrain cach other. lf the state name is known, we can uniquely deterrnine thc first digit and constrain thc sectlnd digit to be one of at nrosl five digits. ll'the first digit is known, the number of possible state nanres can be rcduced liom -50 to at most 5. ll'both of the f'irst two digits are known. the state namc can be rcstricted to thrce possibilitics. These constraints arc used to help us dcterminc the ZIP Code when its digits are poorly recogn izcd.
ZIP Code lecognition results are ixrrnrally acccptcd only il all its digits arc recognized at a sulficient confidence level. However, if a statc name is recognized and cither of the first two digits is not rccognized with high conl'idcnce, thc digit recognition results are rcplaced with digits taken fiorn a directory that nratches the state names to ZIP Codes. For instance, if only the first digit in a ZIP Code was not recognized (?42 l5), and the state narne was recognized as Nen' York, by knowing that all New York ZIP Codes begin with the digit I, we would be able to detern.rine the Zf P Crile t,,> be 11215.
Currently, state narne recognition improves systcm performance flom 74.6%, to J6.1"/,, conect recognition of 5-digit ZIP Codes. We expect this figure to intprove as we further develop character and word recognition capabilities. We also plan to develop city name recognition which will help in recognizing the last three digits of a 5-digit ZIP Code. Furthermore, if no ZIP Code is present (or it is unrecognizable), the &u, ZIP Codc cln usually be deterrnined if the city name and state nantc are rccognircd. Sernantic inlilrmation is also lvailablc frrlnr the P.O. tsox nuntbcr. It' a 9-digit ZIP + 4 Codc is rccognizcd. irs 4-digit add on can bc conl'irnred by recognizing rhe p.o. tsox numbcr. Il' a -5_digit ZIp code is recognized. its 4_digit add_on can be dctermined by recognizing the P.o. Box nurnber. The process ol locating and rccognizing P.O. Box nurnbers is similar to that ol' rcading street addresses; hou,cvcr. P.O. Box nurnbers do not require thc use of handwriting rccognition algorithnrs. At prescnl we are able to corrcctly locate and recognize over 50'2, ot' thc P.O tsox numbe rs.
TWO EXAMPLES OF THE HZRS ON ADDRESS IMAGES
Two exanrplcs of the opcration of thc conrplcte systcm arc shown in Figs. l7 ancl Iti. Figure l7 shows a straightli)rward cxarnplc <tt ZIP Code recognition. Figure lfl givcs an exantplc where the initial ZIP Code krcation lailed. but thc system corrcctly located the proper candidate and processed the sccond candidate corrcctly. In thc fbllowing paragraphs, we first describe thc results of Fig. l7 ancl then discuss Fig. ltt .
In Fig. 17 some of thc intermediate processing steps of thc address imagc are shown. The gray-scale image is seen in Fig. l7(a) , and the thresholcled image in Fig. l7(b) . Underlining was removed (Fig. l7(c) ) anil connected component analysis was performed to segment the address into text lines and words. The personal name and street address were intentionally blacked out, in accordance to our agreement with USPS.
Each text line was segmented into several different word groupings and the selected word scgmentation combined with syntax choice is shown in Fig. l7(d) . In this example. the first word was classified as te,\t with confidence 0.9. The second word was classified as br;.r (as in'P.O. Box number') with confidence 0.9 and as le"rt with conl-idcnce 0.9. Since we do not currently have full character recognition capabilities, we had tt> rely on lhe size of the words and punctuation tbr text classification, which resultcd in a belief that the state name was actually the word'box'. The third word was classilied as J-zlislls with confidence 0.49 and as lc.rt with c<lnfidence 0.2.
The syntax t'itt'-.state-ZIP nratches to te.rt-te.rt-5-di,qits. Based on this match, we sclected thc 5-digit word as the ZIP Code candidate. The ZIP Code candidate (Fig. l7(e) ) was segmented and the isolated digits were passed to the digit recogniticln In Fig. 18 , the processing to locate the correct ZIP Code is slightly more complex. The gray level image is shown in Fig. l8(a) , and the thresholded image in Fig. l8(b) . (f) Our underline removal algorithm was run, but since no underlining was fbund, no action was taken. Connected component analysis was performed to segment the address into text lines and words. As befilre, the personal nanre and street address werc intentionally blacked out. fn this exanrple, the first match to the ('ln,-.r'rdle-ZIP syntax was inc<trrect. The HZR.S determined that the match was incorrect and tried another syntax match. The first syntax nratch is shown in Fig. l8(c) . We see that the state name includes part of the ZIP Code. The reason firr this syntax selection is that thc digits -5 and -l in the ZIP Codc touch, thus causing the digit cstimator to be in error. Notc that the touching digits are largc compared to the other digits in the ZIP Code. Since the touching digits were not rccognizcd during the connected conrponent analysis (the only segnrentation perlbrmcd up to this point was inrer-line segmcntation). thc digit estimator determined that this 2-digit connccted component contained three digits. At the salne tinre, we noted that the confidencc assigned to the 5-rliglls classification firr the ZIP Code was only 0.24. However, the high classification confidcnces lbr city and state abbrcviation matchcd this word grouping to thc <'ll,r'-.r'lare-ZlP syntax.
This ZIP C<ile candidate was scgmented (Fig. lutd) ) and thc digit recognition results are shown in Fig ltt(e) . Thc segrnentation results show the ciigit locations that requircd tilrced segntentation, i.e. in lhis cxanrple segmcntation was rcquirecl betwecn thc first thrcc digits ol'thc image. This ZIP Codc candidate was rclected sincc one of the digits was not recognized, so the HZRS selected the next-best candidate.
Thc second-best rnatch to the cifr'-s/ute-Zl P syntax is shown in Fig. l8(f) . 'l'his was scfccted secttnd sincc the last word 1-tligits was not a good match to an expcctcd ZIP Code (no ZIP Codes have six digits). Howcver, the system realized that digit cstirlation error rnight have occurred and allowed the syntax match to procced. The ZIP Codc candidate was selected and scgnrcnted ( Fig. Itl(g) ).'fhe digit rccognition and segnrcntation rcsults arc shown in Fig. lft(h) . Thc segntentation rcsults show that forced segntentation was required between the sccond and third digits clf thc ZIP Code irnage. Still, the digit rccognition conl'idence is high and the ZIP Code is valid c<lntpared to the USPS ZIP Codc dircctory, so the systcm rcturnod,35J06 as the result. 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The results shown in Table 2 describe the system pertrlrnrancc as <l[ November 29, 1990. As we have described, the HZRS research is ongoing and system performance is being improved on a (nearly) day-to-day basis.
The results (in Table 2 ) are liom a set of 508 images chosen by the USPS liom the Postal Address lnrage Database. For each image, the HZRS returned one of two responses: a ZIP Code, a ZIP * 4 Code or a rejection message. A rejection message indicated that the system did not find suificient inforrnation to determine its encoding.
The contents of each inrage had been manually exanrined and entered into an index. The desired response for each image was determined by examining the index entries for the proper irnages. A corrcct response would be the proper ZIP C<vJe (if present) or a rejection (if no ZIP Code was present). The performance of the recogniticln system was measured by comparing the system's response fbr each irnage to the appropriate index entry.
For each image, one of thrce outcomes was possible. A CORRECT response means that the recognition system response matches the index entry ZIP Code or that the index entry indicates no ZIP Code is present and the recognition system returns a rejection message. A REJECT response means that the recognition system returns a rejection messagc and the index entry indicates thal a ZIP Code exists for that image. An ERROR response occurs when the system returns a ZIP Code that is different from the value listed in the index entry (including cases where the index entry indicates no ZIP Code exists). Using these outcomes, we were able to determine the overall system response.
A further analysis was done to determine the types of failure (both rqects and errors ) .
8, DISCUSSION
We have presented a systematic approach to extracting semantic information fiom (c) unconstrained handwritten text in limitcd domains. This approach uscs bottorn up infbrmation to develop a global description and then uses thc global description tcr suggest hypotheses which can be verilied.
We have also shown how this approach is used in a system that dctcrmines l.lP Codes fiorn handwritten postal addresscs. On a tcst sct of 50tJ addrcss irnages. the system has a correct sort ratc of 76.4"/,, with an error rate o|1.2"1,. Thc system is an evolving one as efforts to improvc its perlirrnrancc are c()ntinuing. We arc lctively developing more sophisticatcd handwritten charactcr rccognition algorithms and expect to add these to our HZRS. Additional character and word recognition inlbrmation will allow us to use much morc of the scmantic inlirrmation availablc in the addresscs.
Our tuture research el'fttrts will include extending our approach to othcr dontains. A system developed for another domain would probably nccd diffbrent preproccssing steps to gcneratc a binary image. Also, diffcrcnt f'eatures rnay be extracted, depending on the type of handwriting present in the image. Currently, the I'caturcs we use are dashes, commas, disconnected -5-hats, and digit recognition. It is reasonablc t<l assume that other f'eatures (such as character rccognition results) may be uscd. For the address-reading application, we divide the text lincs into I 5 words. Other domains may expect difl'ercnt numbcrs ol'words in each line. Naturally. the syntax and semantics would need to rcflect the new domain. but the liamcwork used by our approach c0uld direct control of their use.
APPENDIX. POSTAL ADDRESS IMAGE DATABASE
In order to develop a practical system it is neccssary to have a representativc database of images. For this purpose a database of digitizecl images of handwritten addresscs was collected by our group. The database consists of morc-than 2.500 irrages of cttmplete handwritten address blocks digitized at 300 pixcls per inch and with eight bits of gray scale.
To carry this out, we assembled an image collection station that consisted ol'an Eikonix model lt50 CCD irnage digitiz.ing canrera. a SUN 3126('t(; gray-scale workstation. a 6tl9 megabytc disk, and a hall-inch ninc-track tape drive. This was sct up at the United Statcs Postal Service Scctional Centcr Facility in Bu{'falo. New York fiom February to April 1987. Some examplcs of these addrcsses appear in othcr parts of this papcr.
A designed sampling procedure was used to chrxlse most ol the other picces ol' nrail that were digitized. The objective of this proccdure was to gathcr a clatabase that contained many cases that would be dil-ficult to recognize by a simple approach and would still contain a geographic distribution of addresses. Thc database contains 200 images ftom each of the tcn ZIP Code zones. The images in this catcg()ry were divided up so that each state within a zone contributcd the samc number ol'pieccs. The numbcr taken fiom each state is shown in Table A I . We als<l took images of approximately 20 pieces <lf mail [r<lm each of 2-5 difltrent cities. Ten of these images were cursivc and tcn were handwrittcn. Approxirnately tcn of the pieccs from each city had hand-printed addresscs and ten had cursive addresscs. The cities, listed in Tablc A2, were chosen to provide a cross secti()n fionr the cntire country.
Altogether, there are 2636 images in the designed sarnplc set. The 136 extra inrages include cases without ZIP Codes, foreign mail, and so cln. Thcse werc takcn to aid in the development of algorithnrs to handle these cases as well as good addrcsses. We also digitized 120 images of machine-printed addresses. Thesc were randomly chosen with no particular constraints on the destination address and are being used to develop a portion of our system that deterntines whether an address is machine-printed and recognizes lhe ZIP Code or just rejects the machine-printed piece. 
